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Human body parameters became today an important issue in correctly establishing remote diagnosis or
performing medical research. In the case of the human body parameters such as ECG for instance
correct monitoring and remote transmission of these parameters may help in foreseeing  heart attacks.  
Collecting this data and analyzing it in a secure and private manner is still a challenge for both medical
and computer science research.   

Body sensor networks is a new area of computer science research dedicated to  mastering networks of
wireless sensors deployed on the human body in order to collect and transmit remotely physiological
data. So far, the computer science research in body area networks focused merely on the transmission
of data in-body (from sensor to sensor on the same body). Two previous theses conducted by Maria
Potop-Butucaru focused efficient communication primitives for body area networks that cope with
human body mobility. Several international publications (e.g. [1,2,3]) in prestigious computer science
conferences and journals  issued from the research conducted in these two theses show the strong
interest of the research community in this topic. 

One of the main objectives of the current thesis objective is to address  the communication between
one or several body sensor networks and  one or more medical centers. This communication can be
envisioned either  via direct links (smart phone/watch  that transmits data  to the interested parties) or
indirectly via   a network composed of several wireless connected human bodies.   

Another objective of the thesis is to provide tools for analyzing collected medical data  in order either
to train expert medical systems or  to help medical research.  

In both applications critical medical data has to be securely and reliably transmitted and analyzed such
that the privacy of patients is not compromised. 

From the computer science perspective  the  system architecture the most appropriate for the above
applications is publish/subscribe.  

Publish/subscribe is an appealing communication primitive for large scale dynamic networks due to
the loosely coupled interaction between the publishers and subscribers. In this paradigm, publishers
produce events (in our case medical data) and subscribers express their interests through subscriptions;
any event matching the subscription is delivered to the corresponding subscriber. The matching
procedure is performed by brokers, which are also responsible for the event delivery. In this way,
publishers and subscribers are completely desynchronized in time and space. Many applications such
as stock quotes, network management systems, RSS feed monitoring, already benefit from this
paradigm. 

Publish/subscribe systems designed so far follow two main directions: topic-based and content-based
systems [4,5]. The topic-based systems are similar to group communication where events published on
a specific topic are forwarded to all clients subscribed in this topic. The content-based systems provide
a finer granularity, where subscribers specify their interests based on event contents. Traditional
solutions for content routing are usually based on a fixed infrastructure of reliable brokers. While
subscriptions are dynamic, the event routing structure remains mostly static.  

A limitation of the use of publish/subscribe systems in applications that manage critical data
(e.g medical data) is their lack of security and privacy guaranties offered to both publishers
and subscribers.

Blockchain technology [6,7,8,9,10] is an appealing technology targeting both privacy and
security. However, one of the limitations of many blockchains are their lack of scalability.
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The first challenge of the thesis will be to design scalable, reliable secure and private
publish/subscribe systems first for the case of topic based systems then for the case of
content-based systems using scalable blockchains architectures. To the best of our knowledge
this will be the first attempt to use these two separate technologies with critical medical data.

The architecture and its implementation will be validated via case studies issued from medical
practice of Prof. Koskas service and his cardiologist colleagues.   

The second challenge of the thesis is to design an autonomous and self-adaptive medical
expert system based on the  collected data via the previously designed  publish/subscribe
architecture.  The accuracy of the designed  expert systems will  be challenged with real
scenario issued from the Prof. Koskas service and his cardiologist colleagues.
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